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a b s t r a c t

This paper addresses the process of semi-automatic text-driven ontology extension using ontology con-
tent, structure and co-occurrence information. A novel OntoPlus methodology is proposed for semi-auto-
matic ontology extension based on text mining methods. It allows for the effective extension of the large
ontologies, providing a ranked list of potentially relevant concepts and relationships given a new concept
(e.g., glossary term) to be inserted in the ontology. A number of experiments are conducted, evaluating
measures for ranking correspondence between existing ontology concepts and new domain concepts
suggested for the ontology extension. Measures for ranking are based on incorporating ontology content,
structure and co-occurrence information. The experiments are performed using a well known Cyc ontol-
ogy and textual material from two domains – finances and, fisheries & aquaculture. Our experiments
show that the best results are achieved by combining content, structure and co-occurrence information.
Furthermore, ontology content and structure seem to be more important than co-occurrence for our data
in the financial domain. At the same time, ontology content and co-occurrence seem to have higher
importance for our fisheries & aquaculture domain.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction [1,5], word sense disambiguation [6]. The ontology-driven hypoth-
This paper explores the process of ontology extension moti-
vated by potential usage of the extended ontology for the analysis
of textual information.

For instance, in question answering based on articles about fish-
ery using semantic information from the domain enables providing
better answers [1], especially if the semantic information matches
content of the articles. Using ontologies allows to search not only
within the terms occurring in the query, but also within their
semantically related concepts. Given the query ‘‘What distin-
guishes fish?’’, ontology based system, which performs a search
on the fishery related articles, would provide a user with an answer
‘‘Various molecular markers have been utilized to distinguish
among easily misidentified sharks’’. Therefore, the available ontol-
ogy information about sharks as a subclass of fish leads to more
efficient textual data analysis.

Gruber [2] defined Ontology as an explicit specification of a
conceptualization. According to Gruber [2], ontologies consist of
the following main components: concepts, relations, functions, axi-
oms and instances. Ontologies enable effective domain knowledge
representation, knowledge sharing and knowledge reuse [3].
Ontologies have been used for different tasks including web page
annotation and information retrieval [4], question answering
ll rights reserved.
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esis generation was successfully applied by Moss et al. [7] in med-
ical domain. Sánchez et al. [8] presented a way of computing
concept information content from the Web using ontologies.

The importance of the ontology extension is interconnected
with the dynamic nature of the ontologies. When extending large
ontologies with new concepts, it is necessary to identify their
equivalent concepts already present in the ontology. It is also
important to find the correct location and context for new concepts
we insert into the ontology. In this paper we present OntoPlus
methodology, which facilitates complicated, time-consuming and
expensive manual development of a large ontology, such as Cyc
Knowledge Base (Cyc KB) [9]. Cyc Knowledge Base is a common
sense ontology, which is being developed for more than 20 years
(more than 900 human years of effort) and is used as a knowledge
source in Cyc Artificial Intelligence system. It aggregates already
more than 15,000 predicates, 300,000 concepts and 3,500,000
assertions, but the knowledge is still very sparse in various do-
mains. For example, the annotation experiments, conducted on a
randomly selected subset of business news, have shown the insuf-
ficient representation of financial domain in Cyc and the ways to
effectively improve it by the means of Cyc Knowledge Base exten-
sion [10]. Cyc is characterized as relatively sparse and very tangled
hierarchy by Noy and Hafner [11]. Manual building of large ontol-
ogies, such as Cyc Knowledge Base, demands a substantial amount
of human efforts, which is the reason that all domains are not cov-
ered yet in all details. Further extension of such a large ontology is
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challenging as well because of its complexity and interconnectivi-
ty. Presented methodology is meant to fasten up the process of
building an extensive ontology and lower the price of doing it.

The main contribution of this paper is in proposing a methodol-
ogy for text-driven semi-automatic ontology extension using
ontology content, ontology structure information and co-occur-
rence data between existing and candidate ontology concepts.

Ontology content of a particular concept is defined as the avail-
able textual representation of the referred concept. The ontology
content includes a natural language concept denotation (lexical en-
tries for a particular concept) and textual comments about the con-
cept. Ontology structure of a particular concept is defined as the
neighborhood concepts involved in the hierarchical and non-hier-
archical relations with the referred concept. Co-occurrence infor-
mation is represented by the occurrence of two or more concepts
within a defined textual block. The available textual information
is used to find the co-occurrences between existing ontology con-
cepts and new domain concepts suggested for ontology extension.

Ontology extension in this paper stands for: adding new con-
cepts to the existing ontology or, augmentation of the existing tex-
tual representation of the relevant concepts present in the
ontology with new available textual information – extension of
the concept comments, changing or adding concept denotation.

In experiments the suggested methodology for text-driven
ontology extension, aggregating the elements of text mining and
user interaction approach for ontology extension, is used for insert-
ing the new knowledge into Cyc [12], which maintains one of the
most extensive common-sense knowledge bases worldwide.

The experiments are performed in two different domains hav-
ing two knowledge representation levels – financial domain repre-
sented by the glossary of financial terms [13] and fisheries &
aquaculture domain represented by Aquatic Sciences and Fisheries
Abstracts (ASFA) thesaurus [14].

The evaluation of the methodology for ontology extension shows
its ability to expedite the ontology extension process. The experi-
mental results demonstrate that using a combination of ontology
content, structure and co-occurrence information is more beneficial
for the extension of large multi-domain ontologies, than using only
content, only co-occurrence or only concept denotation information.

Comparison of OntoPlus methodology with a number of ontol-
ogy extension methods described below shows, that the presented
methodology overcomes the weaknesses of other approaches. Onto-
Plus methodology is based on the ontology contextual information;
it is suitable to very large multi-domain ontologies; it utilizes the
language independent approaches; it allows for transforming tex-
tual information organized at different knowledge representation
levels into a structured conceptualized form. From the hundreds
thousands of concepts, the proposed methodology is able to find
the concepts and relationships the user needs and present them in
a ranked list based on their relevance. The utilization of the lexical
and structural information of the extensive knowledge bases and
ontologies contributes to their infinite extension and reuse.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the over-
view of existing approaches to ontology extension; problem defini-
tion is given in Section 3; the new methodology for ontology
extension is discussed in Section 4; this section also contains the
adaptation of the proposed methodology for one concrete scenario
– Cyc Knowledge Base extension; Section 5 describes the evalua-
tion – experiments and results; the discussion is covered in Sec-
tion 6, and finally, we present a conclusion in Section 7.
2. Related work

The automatic and semi-automatic ontology extension pro-
cesses are usually composed of several phases. Most approaches
include defining the set of the relevant ontology extension sources,
preprocessing the input material, ontology augmentation accord-
ing to the chosen methodology, ontology evaluation and revision
phases.

Buitelaar et al. [15] state that the process of ontology devel-
opment from text can be organized in a layer cake of increas-
ingly complex subtasks: terms extraction at the bottom,
synonyms extraction, concepts definition, establishment of con-
cept hierarchies, relations identification and rules definition on
the top. As Reinberger and Spyns [16] state, the following steps
can be found in the majority of methods for ontology learning
from text: collecting, selecting and preprocessing of an appropri-
ate corpus, discovering sets of equivalent words and expressions,
establishing concepts with the help of the domain experts, dis-
covering sets of semantic relations and extending the sets of
equivalent words and expressions, validating the relations and
extended concept definition with help of the domain experts
and creating a formal representation. As suggested in [17], ontol-
ogy learning from text is just one phase in the methodology for
semi-automatic ontology construction preceded by domain
understanding, data understanding and task definition and fol-
lowed by ontology evaluation and ontology refinement. In this
paper, we focus on ontology extension assuming that the main
challenge is in finding the relevant concepts and relations in
the existing ontology.

Natural language processing is notably used for learning or
extending ontologies [18,19]. Unsupervised text mining for ontol-
ogy learning was elaborated by Reinberger and Spyns [16]. Cimi-
ano et al. [20] suggest an approach for learning concept
hierarchies from text based on Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), a
method mainly used for the data analysis. The Web is considered
a source of text suitable for ontology extension in [21], where
the English lexical ontology WordNet [22] is extended based on
clustering word senses. However, our approach is more general
by enabling extension of any ontology that has some lexical
description of the concepts.

Prieto-Diaz [23] utilizes top-down and bottom-up processes for
ontology development. A more general top-down process embod-
ies domain experts identifying the key concepts in order to capture
the high level ontology. The instruments for the text analysis are
used in the bottom-up process for keywords extraction. In a similar
way, our methodology incorporates top-down and bottom-up pro-
cess, where the user is providing relevant keywords or glossary
while the system uses the data to identify relevant parts of the
existing ontology.

Lexico-syntactic pattern-based ontology learning is handled by
Text2Onto [24], a framework for ontology learning and data-driven
change discovery. The main aspects of the Text2Onto framework
include using so called Probabilistic Ontology Model, user interac-
tion and operation strategies for data-driven change discovery.
Text2Onto allows learning ontological structures from text in form
of modeling primitives, such as concepts, subclasses, instances etc.
without connection to a certain representation language. SPRAT
[25] is a tool for automatic semantic pattern-based ontology pop-
ulation. SPRAT system combines the name entity recognition,
ontology-based information extraction and relation extraction in
order to define patterns for the identification of a variety of entity
types and relations between them. In our work, patterns are not
utilized, as we are assuming availability of keywords or glossary
terms that already represent new concepts used for ontology
extension.

Fortuna et al. [26] developed an approach to semi-automatic
data-driven ontology construction focused on topic ontology. The
approach combines machine learning and text mining techniques
with an efficient user interface. The domain of interest is described
by keywords or a document collection and used to guide the ontol-
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ogy construction. OntoGen [26] uses the vector-space model for
document representation. The tool operates based on a cosine sim-
ilarity between textual documents.

Several methods of automatic ontology extension operate with
enlarging of Cyc Knowledge Base. The automated population of Cyc
with named entities involves the Web and a framework for validat-
ing candidate facts [27]. The semi-automatic approach for Cyc KB
extension presented in [28] is based on the user-interactive dia-
logue system for knowledge acquisition, where, the user is engaged
in a natural-language mixed-initiative dialogue. The system con-
tains a natural language generation module, parsing module,
post-processing module, dictionary assistant, user interaction
agenda and salient descriptor. Medelyan and Legg [29] describe
the methodology for integrating Cyc and Wikipedia, where the
concepts from Cyc are mapped onto Wikipedia articles describing
correspondent concepts. Sarjant et al. [30] use Medelyan and Legg
[29] method to augment Cyc ontology using pattern matching and
link analysis. In our approach Cyc is used as an example of a large
ontology on which our methodology can be applied, and we cur-
rently assume that the list of keywords representing new concepts
to be used in ontology extension is provided as such without a
need for extracting them from free text. Simultaneously, compar-
ing the OntoPlus methodology to the specific approaches, which
deal only with Cyc KB extension, we find that our approach is
constructed to be more general and can be applied to any other
ontology, or any other domain.

Extension of the existing ontology by automatically extending
its relations was addressed by several researchers. The approaches
include learning taxonomic [31]/non-taxonomic relations [32] and
extracting semantic relations from text based on collocations [33].
However, in the presented work we do not address the problem of
extending set of relations, but assume suggesting relevant existing
relation instances.

Turney [34] has used a co-occurrence analysis technique for
mining synonyms from Web. Besides, ontology structure has been
adequately used in the collective entity resolution [35]. Usage of
co-occurrence in our methodology was inspired by the work on
collective entity resolution and synonym extraction.
3. Problem definition

In this Section we describe the formal background of the pro-
posed methodology. According to Maedche and Staab [36], Ontol-
ogy (O) is a tuple:

O :¼ fL;C;Hc;R;Hr ; F;G;Ag ð1Þ

where L represents lexical entries for concepts and relations; C is a
set of concepts; Hc is a taxonomy of concepts; R is a set of non-tax-
onomic relations; Hr is a set of taxonomic relations; F and G are the
relations connecting concepts and relations with lexical entries
from L; A is a set of axioms.

Following the ontology definition, it is possible to formalize the
ontology extension problem in a similar way to the ontology learn-
ing task [26]:

f : ðO; TÞ ! Oe ð2Þ

O represents an existing ontology, which we are extending; T is a
domain glossary – textual source of information we use for ontol-
ogy extension; Oe is an extended ontology.

The proposed methodology enables extending the existing
ontology by (a) adding a new hierarchically related concept, by
(b) augmenting textual representation of the existing concept or,
by (c) adding new axioms.
(a) The following formula corresponds to adding a new hierar-
chically related concept to the existing ontology O(1):
fHRC : ðL;C;Hc;R;Hr ; F;G;AÞ
! ðL [ flg;C [ fcg;He

c;R;Hr; F
e;G;AÞ ð3Þ
c is a new hierarchically related concept; l is a lexical entry for
a new hierarchically related concept; He

c s an extended taxon-
omy of concepts; Feis an extended set of relations connecting
concepts with lexical entries from L.

(b) Augmentation of the existing textual representation of the
relevant concepts of the existing ontology O(1) with new
lexical entries is displayed as:
fLE : ðL;C;Hc;R;Hr ; F;G;AÞ
! ðL [ flg;C;Hc;R;Hr ; F

e;G;AÞ ð4Þ
l is a lexical entry for an existing concept; Fe is an extended set
of relations connecting concepts with lexical entries from L.

(c) Adding a new axiom to the existing ontology O(1) is pre-
sented in the following way:
fA : ðL;C;Hc;R;Hr; F;G;AÞ ! ðL;C;Hc;R;Hr; F;G;A
eÞ ð5Þ
Ae is an extended axiom set.

4. Methodology

We propose a new OntoPlus methodology for text-driven
ontology extension, which combines text mining methods with
user-oriented approach and supports the extension of multi-do-
main ontologies.

The detailed description of seven methodology phases and
application of the methodology for extension of Cyc Knowledge
Base are given below.

The proposed methodology embodies three main modules:
the Domain Information Module (DIM), the Domain Subset
Extraction Module (DSEM) and the Ontology Extension Module
(OEM). The methodology is mainly targeted at the ontology engi-
neers – people, who develop and maintain large ontologies, such
as Cyc KB.

The main task of the Domain Information Module is accumulat-
ing the relevant domain information, needed for the ontology
extension. The Domain Information Module contains the domain
keywords, determined by the user and a domain relevant glossary
of terms with descriptions.

In the Domain Subset Extraction Module initially the multi-do-
main ontology is limited to the particular domains of interest. Sub-
sequently, the domain related knowledge is extracted from the
ontology.

The Ontology Extension Module is the most important method-
ology module where the actual procedure of ontology extension
takes place. For each glossary term OEM produces the ranked list
of textually related existing ontology concepts. In addition, the
relationship for every term-concept pair is suggested. Based on
the suggested list of related concepts with relationships, the user
makes a decision of which terms from the domain relevant glos-
sary should be added to the ontology and how the glossary terms
should be connected with the existing ontology concepts. Ontology
is extended after the user validation. The technical aspects of the
proposed methodology are described in the remaining of this
section.

In detail, the proposed methodology for text-driven ontology
extension accounts for the following phases:

1. Domain information identification. The domain information
identification is taking place in the Domain Information Module.
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The user identifies the appropriate domain keywords. As well, in
this module a domain relevant glossary, containing terms with
descriptions is determined. We assume that the glossary terms
are the candidate entry concepts for the existing ontology. Conse-
quently, the glossary terms might be in the following relationships
with the existing ontology concepts:

– Equivalence relationship: candidate concept represented by a
glossary term is equivalent to the existing ontology concept.

– Hierarchical relationship: candidate concept represented by a
glossary term is in the superclass-subclass relationship with
an existing ontology concept.

– Non-hierarchical relationship: candidate concept represented
by a glossary term is the in the associative relationship with
an existing ontology term. The nature of the relationship is
not hierarchical.

– No relationship: candidate concept represented by a glossary
term is not related to the existing ontology concept.

2. Extraction of the relevant domain ontology subset from multi-
domain ontology. Extraction of the relevant domain ontology subset
from multi-domain ontology based on the specified domain infor-
mation is taking place in the Domain Subset Extraction Module. In
case of large common-sense ontologies, such as Cyc Knowledge
Base, the user entering new knowledge very often needs a particu-
lar ontology subset of his domain interest. Therefore, the domain
keywords are mapped to the natural language representation of
the ontology domain information and a set of the relevant domains
of interest is identified.

Further, ontology concepts defined in these domains are ex-
tracted. By concept extracting we mean obtaining the content
and structure of the ontology concept. Correspondently, we find
the textual representation (natural language denotation and com-
ments) as content for the particular ontology concept. The ontol-
ogy structure of the particular concept is represented by the
natural language denotations of the hierarchically and non-hierar-
chically connected ontology concepts. Besides that, the names of
the glossary terms are mapped to the natural language denotations
of the concepts from other domains and the correspondent con-
cepts are also extracted.

Fig. 1 demonstrates the extraction of Business & Finances
knowledge subset from the multi-domain ontology. The ontology
contains three domains – Business & Finances, Transportation &
Logistics and Politics.

The domain relevant glossary is composed of the financial terms
with descriptions. The correspondent financial concepts are ex-
tracted from the Business & Finances domain defined by the
user-specified keywords. Moreover, concepts from other domains
with concept denotations equivalent to the glossary term names
are extracted.

3. Domain relevant information preprocessing. The information
from the domain relevant glossary and the extracted relevant
ontology subset are linguistically preprocessed in the Ontology
Extension Module. The preprocessing phase includes tokenization,
stop-word removal and stemming. A chain of linguistic compo-
nents, such as tokenization, stop-word removal and stemming al-
lows normalizing the textual representation of ontology concepts
and a domain relevant glossary of terms with their descriptions.
Textual information is represented using bag-of-words representa-
tion with normalized TFIDF weighting and similarity between two
text segments is calculated using cosine similarity between their
bag-of-words representations, as commonly used in text mining
[17]. For each term from the domain relevant glossary we compose
bag-of-words aggregating preprocessed textual information from:
(a) the glossary term name and (b) the term comment. For each
concept from the extracted relevant ontology subset the following
information is considered: (a) the ontology concept content con-
sisting of the preprocessed natural language concept denotation
and concept comment; (b) the ontology concept structure consist-
ing of the preprocessed natural language concept denotation and
natural language denotations of hierarchically and non-hierarchi-
cally related concepts.

Ontology concept denotation and ontology concept comment
carry the same semantic weight. As well, we attribute the same
semantic weight to the glossary term name and glossary term
comment.

In addition, for relation identification, for each ontology concept
we compose two additional bags-of-words: one with natural lan-
guage denotation of the concept and natural language denotations
of superclasses of this concept, another with natural language
denotation of the concept and natural language denotations of sub-
classes of this concept.

4. Composing the list of potential concepts and relationships for
ontology extension. The ranked list of the relevant concepts and
possible relationships suitable for ontology extension is composed
in this phase. Cosine similarity similaritycontent(t, c) between glos-
sary term t and ontology concept c content is calculated and
weighted with weight d1 defined by the user. Cosine similarity sim-
ilaritystructure(t, c) between glossary term t and ontology concept c
structure is calculated and weighted with weight d2.

The complexity of calculating content similarity and structure
similarity between pairs of ontology concepts and glossary terms
is O(mn), where m is the number of glossary terms and n is the
number of ontology concepts.

We use Jaccard similarity to measure the co-occurrence of glos-
sary term t and ontology concept c:

similarityco-occurðt; cÞ :¼ Nðt; cÞ
NðtÞ þ NðcÞ � Nðt; cÞ ð6Þ

N(t, c) is the number of textual documents where glossary term
t and ontology concept c occur together. N(t) is the number of doc-
uments where glossary term t occurs and N(c) corresponds to the
number of documents which contain ontology concept c. Co-occur-
rence similarity is calculated based on the names of glossary terms
and ontology concepts denotations. Each textual document is com-
posed either of the content of an ontology concept or of the textual
information about a particular glossary term (name and descrip-
tion). The combined content, structure and co-occurrence similar-
ity similarity(t, c) is used to rank ontology concepts for each
glossary term:

similarityðt; cÞ :¼ d1 � similaritycontentðt; cÞ þ d2

� similaritystructureðt; cÞ þ d3 � similarityco-occurðt; cÞX
i

di ¼ 1; i 2 ½1 . . . 3�
ð7Þ

Ontology concepts with similarity similarity(t, c) larger than
similaritymax(t, cmax)⁄(1 � b) are suggested to the user, where simi-
laritymax(t, cmax) represents the highest similarity value between
ontology concepts and a glossary term t and b is a user defined
parameter:

similarityðt; cÞP similaritymaxðt; cmaxÞ � ð1� bÞ 0 6 b 6 1 ð8Þ

To propose the relationship of equivalence we use string-edit
distance between glossary term names and the related concept
names. In the case of equivalence, the user can extend textual
representation of the related ontology concept. According to for-
mula (4), the user is able to insert into the ontology O(1) the
new lexical entry l, obtained from the glossary term t lexical
information:

Oe :¼ fL [ flg;C;Hc;R;Hr; F
e;G;Ag ð9Þ
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Fig. 1. Illustrative extraction of Business and Finances domain subset from a multi-domain ontology (dark circles represent the extracted relevant concepts).
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The observations show that the name and comments of the
glossary terms often contain references to the superclasses and
subclasses of the related ontological concepts.

Hierarchical relationship: ‘‘glossary term t is a subclass for con-
cept c’’ is proposed, when the similarity similaritysub(t, c) between
the glossary term t and subclasses of the related concept c is higher
than the similarity similaritysup(t, c) between the glossary term t
and superclasses of the related concept c; c is a user defined
parameter:

similaritysubðt; cÞ
similaritysupðt; cÞ

P cþ 1 0 6 c 6 1 ð10Þ

We rank the hierarchical (subclass) relations using the quotient in
the left part of formula (10).

Adding a new subclass relationship to the ontology O(1) using
formula (3), we get t as a new concept hierarchically related to
the existing ontology concept c; l as a lexical entry for a new hier-
archically related concept; He

c as an extended taxonomy of con-
cepts and Fe as an extended set of relations connecting concepts
with lexical entries from L:

Oe :¼ fL [ flg;C [ ftg;He
c;R;Hr ; F

e;G;Ag ð11Þ

Currently we do not propose hierarchical relationship ‘‘glossary term
t is a superclass of concept c’’ since we assume that the existing
ontology concepts, which are already embedded into the hierarchy,
contain a valid superclass information. If we do not find equivalence
or hierarchical relationships between glossary term t and the re-
lated concept c or if the nature of the relationship is not clear (for
instance, when the related ontology concept has no subclasses),
we propose non-hierarchical associative relationship: ‘‘glossary term
t is conceptually related to ontology concept c’’.

Using formula (5) we obtain in the ontology an extended axiom
set Ae:
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Oe :¼ fL;C;Hc;R;Hr ; F;G;A
eg ð12Þ

5. User validation. Furthermore, in OEM the user validates the candi-
date entries results consisting of the glossary terms, existing ontol-
ogy concepts and glossary term-ontology concept relationships. In
case of the equivalence relationship the user can extend the textual
representation of the existing ontology concept by adding com-
ment, adding or changing the natural language denotation. In case
of the hierarchical relationships the user can add subclasses to
the existing ontology concepts. If the nature of the relationship is
not clear, the user can create an associative relationship or choose
any other relationship between a glossary term and existing ontol-
ogy concept. Moreover, the list with validated entries in the rele-
vant format is created. The experiments show that limiting the
number of results and presenting them to the user for validation al-
low achieving a high level quality control.

6. Ontology extension. The ontology extension is taking place in
the Ontology Extension Module. It represents adding the new con-
cepts and relationships between concepts into the ontology.

7. Ontology reuse. The ontology reuse phase serves as the con-
nection link between separate ontology extension processes. As a
part of the new extension process, we reuse the previously ex-
tended ontology in the Domain Subset Extraction Module and in
the Ontology Extension Module.

Each phase of the methodology workflow described above is in-
tended to fasten the process of ontology extension. Domain infor-
mation identification and Extraction of the relevant domain
ontology subset from multi-domain ontology help to restrict the area
of ontology extension to a specific domain, so the users deal only
with their sphere of interest. Domain relevant information prepro-
cessing is a necessary act for identification of the related ontology
concepts and correspondent relationships. The experiments per-
formed on Cyc Knowledge Base applying OntoPlus methodology
justify that the combination of ontology content, ontology struc-
ture and co-occurrence information provides the user with high
number of concepts suitable for building an ontology, what expe-
dites the process of the ontology extension. The experiments dem-
onstrate that the content, structure and co-occurrence weight may
vary between domains and knowledge representation levels.

4.1. Extension of Cyc Knowledge Base

We have adapted the proposed methodology in order to obtain
an exhaustive specific methodology for Cyc Knowledge Base
extension.

Currently, Cyc operates on one of the largest knowledge bases in
the contemporary IT world. New assertions are continually added
to Cyc KB manually. In addition, term-denoting functions allow
for the automatic creation of millions of non-atomic terms and
Cyc adds an enormous number of assertions to the KB automati-
cally as a product of the inference process [9]. The contents of
the Cyc KB are represented in CycL [37], a formal language based
on second order logic.

Fig. 2 displays the Cyc adaptation of the proposed methodology
for semi-automatic ontology extension.

The methodology phases are illustrated with numbers. The
main adaptations compared to the methodology described above
are based on microtheories (Mt) [38] that Cyc is using to represent
thematic subsets of the ontology.

Namely, the knowledge base in Cyc is divided into various
microtheories which contain a set of facts valid in a particular con-
text. The graphical representation of the ontology extension pro-
cess, shown in Fig. 2, demonstrates semi-automatic adding of
new concepts to Cyc Knowledge Base.

In the Domain information identification phase (1) in the Cyc
adaptation of the methodology for ontology extension we identify
the Domain Keywords and the Domain Glossary for the domains of
interest. For the research purposes we use a financial glossary,
composed by Harvey [13] and ASFA thesaurus [14].

The Relevant Ontology (Cyc KB) Subset is extracted in the Do-
main Subset Extraction Module. The Upper-Level Domain Extractor
uses Domain Keywords to obtain a number of domain relevant
Cyc microtheories by mapping microtheory names with domain
keywords from the list. Furthermore, the Knowledge Extractor pro-
vides a set of concepts defined in the domain relevant microtheo-
ries. Additionally, the concepts that are defined in other
microtheories, but contain the natural language denotations corre-
spondent to glossary term names, are extracted into the Relevant
Ontology (Cyc KB) Subset.

As mentioned above, the role of the Domain information identi-
fication phase (1) and Extraction of the relevant domain ontology
subset from multi-domain ontology phase (2) in the proposed
workflow consists in limiting the ontology extension process to a
specific domain of interest. The very large size of Cyc KB does
not allow for an effective and fast related concept search without
such domain restriction. In addition, it allows the users to deal only
with their sphere of interest.

The Domain relevant information preprocessing phase (3) and
the Composing the list of potential concepts and relationships for
ontology extension (4) follow subsequently. The Ontology Exten-
der takes the Domain Glossary and extracted Cyc concepts as an in-
put. The bag-of-words containing term name and term description
is composed for each glossary term. A set of bag-of-words is com-
posed for every extracted Cyc concept: concept denotation and
concept comment; concept denotation, denotations of concepts
in the hierarchical and non-hierarchical relationships with ex-
tracted Cyc concept; concept denotation and denotations of super-
classes of the extracted concept; concept denotation and
denotations of subclasses of the extracted concept.

The Domain relevant information preprocessing (3) is included
into the workflow as a standard ontology learning step [24–26].
In order to find the related Cyc concepts for each glossary term
we use TF-IDF weight and cosine similarity for content and struc-
ture similarities and Jaccard similarity for co-occurrence similarity.

The utilization of the text mining methods in the proposed
methodology and combining ontology content, structure and co-
occurrence information allows us to provide the user with higher
number of concepts suitable for the ontology extension than using
only concept denotations, only ontology content or only co-occur-
rence analysis.

Our experiments show that the best results are obtained giving
more weight to content and structure for the financial domain and
more weight to content and co-occurrence for fisheries & aquacul-
ture domain. Cyc concepts with combined similarity larger than
similaritymax(t, cmax) � (1 � b), where similaritymax(t, cmax) represents
the maximum combined similarity value between Cyc concepts
and a glossary term t for a particular glossary term t, are suggested
to the user. Including b parameter into the model allows us to re-
strict the number of concepts presented to the user. The experi-
ments confirm that in both domains higher values of b lead to
the higher hit rates, but at the same time, the user should check
larger amount of the suggested related Cyc concepts.

We use string-edit distance between glossary term names and
related concept denotations to propose the relationship of equiva-
lence. In this case the user can extend Cyc textual representation of
the related concept – add information to Cyc comment, add or
change the Cyc concept denotation.

In case the similarity between the glossary term t and subclass-
es of the related Cyc concept c is higher than the similarity be-
tween the glossary term t and superclasses of the related Cyc
concept c by c, we propose hierarchical relationship: ‘‘glossary term
t is a subclass for Cyc concept c’’. Including c parameter into the
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model allows us to define the number of relationships presented to
the user. The experiments confirm that in both domains higher
value of c leads to smaller number of proposed relationships. At
the same time, both c and b parameters influence the learning
accuracy measure.

If we do not find equivalence or hierarchical relationships be-
tween glossary term t and related Cyc concept c, we propose
non-hierarchical associative relationship: ‘‘glossary term t is concep-
tually related to Cyc concept c’’.

Evaluation of the relation identification shows that using the
proposed methodology, we can provide the user with correct auto-
matically suggested equivalent, hierarchical (subclass) and asso-
ciative relationships.

In the User validation phase (5) the user has a possibility to
dynamically construct new assertions in the Knowledge Entry
(KE) format which can be then automatically integrated into Cyc
KB.

Afterwards, Cyc KB extension is taking place in the Ontology
extension phase (6). The Ontology extension phase (6) is the actual
point of the workflow, where the Cyc KB is extended with new con-
cepts, textual information about existing concepts and relation-
ships between concepts. The Ontology reuse phase (7) occurs
when the new set of knowledge is added to Cyc KB. Since ontology
extension is a repetitive process, we include this phase as a final
stage of the methodology.
5. Evaluation

In order to evaluate the proposed methodology we have con-
ducted a series of experiments on the data sources, described be-
low. The experiments are conducted in two domains: financial
domain and fisheries & aquaculture domain.

For the proposed methodology evaluation we have used two
evaluation techniques – the manual evaluation by human experts
and gold standard based approach [39].

The evaluation is performed at the lexical, taxonomic (concept
hierarchy) and non-taxonomic levels. For the lexical evaluation
the mapping of the glossary terms to the existent ontology con-
cepts is performed. At the taxonomic level the evaluation of the
suggested hierarchically related concepts and suggested super-
class-subclass relationships is implemented. Finally, at the non
taxonomic relations level the evaluation of the suggested associa-
tively related concepts and associative relationships is done. While
the gold standard based approach is used to perform lexical and
taxonomic evaluation, the manual evaluation is used at the non-
taxonomic level.

Maedche and Staab [40] have used the normalized string edit
distance to identifying how similar two ontologies are. Normalized
string edit distance between ontology concept denotations and
glossary term names is used as a baseline measure in the evalua-
tion of the proposed OntoPlus methodology.

In order to define how successful the proposed methodology is
in practice, we have used the evaluation measures commonly used
for ontology learning evaluation.

Precision of the top suggested concept defines the percentage
of the glossary terms for which the equivalent and hierarchical,
associative or any related ontology concepts have obtained the
highest position in the suggested ranked related concept list:

Precision :¼ TP
TP þ FP

ð13Þ
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where TP represents the correct related concepts identified; FP rep-
resents the false related concepts identified.

Learning accuracy [41] shows the degree to which the pro-
posed methodology correctly predicts the superclass for the candi-
date ontology concept (represented by a glossary term) to be
learned:

LA :¼
X

i2f1...ng

LAi

n
ð14Þ

LAi :¼
CPi
SPi

if FPi ¼ 0
CPi

FPiþDPi
if FPi–0

8<
: ð15Þ

where n represents the number of concept hypotheses for the tar-
get; SPi is the length of the shortest path from the top node of the
concept hierarchy to the maximally specific concept subsuming
the instance to be learned in hypothesis i; CPi is the length of the
path from the top node to that concept node in hypothesis i which
is common both to the shortest path (as defined above) and the ac-
tual path to the predicted concept (whether correct or not); FPi is
the length of the path from the top node to the predicted false;
DPi is the node distance between the predicted false node and the
most specific common concept still correctly subsuming the target
in hypothesis i.

In addition, we have used a hit rate measure used in the eval-
uation of recommendation systems. The hit rate displays the num-
ber of hits and their position within top N suggestions [42]. We
specify the hit rate measure as following:

HR :¼
P

t2T HRt

jTj ð16Þ

HRt :¼
P

u2UHITðt;uÞ
jUj ð17Þ

where t is a candidate concept for ontology extension; u represents
a user; HIT(t, u) is a binary function. For the candidate concept t and
user u it returns 1 if the correspondent related ontology concepts
have been found among the top N suggestions and 0 otherwise; U
is a set of users; T represents the set of candidate ontology concepts
(glossary terms).

5.1. Data description

According to the first phase of our methodology, domain knowl-
edge identification should be made in the initial phase. For the
financial domain, we have selected the Harvey [13] financial glos-
sary which can be found at the Yahoo! Finance website [43]. The
Harvey financial glossary [13] contains around 6000 hyperlinked
financial terms. The typical financial glossary entries are demon-
strated in Fig. 3.

Fisheries & aquaculture domain, represented by the Aquatic
Sciences and Fisheries Abstracts (ASFA) thesaurus [14], has been
selected as a second domain of interest. ASFA thesaurus contains
around 9900 terms involving several types of relationships: equiv-
alence relationships (USE, Use For UF), hierarchical relationships
(Broader Term BT, Narrower Term NT), associative relationships
Fig. 3. Example financi
(Related Term RT) and notes (SN). Fig. 4 shows how BT, NT, RT,
USE, UF and SN ASFA thesaurus relationships are used to compose
a COMMENT for a particular term in the fisheries & aquatic thesau-
rus, in order to get the equivalent content as provided by a glossary
(term and its comment/description).
5.2. Experimental settings

In order to evaluate the suggested methodology, we have con-
ducted a number of experiments on a subset of 100 randomly
selected terms from each domain resource (financial glossary, fish-
eries & aquaculture thesaurus). The line of experiments with
examples in the financial domain is illustrated with numbers in
Fig. 5.

Performing the domain information identification, apart from
the domain relevant glossary, we have defined the domain key-
words for the financial and fisheries & aquaculture domains. The
human experts annotated the selected terms from the Harvey
financial glossary [13] and ASFA thesaurus [14] with the corre-
spondent equivalent and hierarchically related terms from Cyc
Knowledge Base. The extensive size of Cyc Knowledge Base does
not allow the experts to annotate the selected glossary term with
all related concepts from the ontology.

We have performed the domain information preprocessing and
extraction of the relevant domain ontology subset from Cyc Knowl-
edge Base according to methodology phases described in Section 4.
Using formulas (7), (8), and (10) from OntoPlus methodology, we
are able to define a list of related Cyc concepts and a list of possible
relationships for each glossary term. Cyc Knowledge Base is then
extended with the concepts corresponding to the chosen terms
based on the ranking proposed by the methodology.

We have used precision and hit rate measures to identify the
importance of the ontology concept content, ontology concept
structure and co-occurrence for establishing relatedness between
glossary terms and ontology concepts. Subsequently, we have eval-
uated each measure by estimating the quality of concept ranking.

In addition, we have used learning accuracy to measure the
quality of the hierarchical (subclass) relation identification.
5.3. Results

The results of the experiments confirm the applicability of the
suggested methodology for ontology extension to Cyc Knowledge
Base augmentation. We have organized results of the experiments
into three groups: evaluation of the results of concept ranking,
evaluation of the results of relation ranking and illustrative
examples of Cyc KB extension are presented in the following
subsections.
5.3.1. Concept ranking
According to our methodology, for each glossary term the user

wants to add to the ontology, a ranked list of the related ontology
concepts is created. As it was discussed in Section 4 (Methodology),
we assume the following relationships between the glossary terms
and existing ontology concepts:
al glossary entries.



Fig. 4. ASFA thesaurus transformation.

Fig. 5. Experimental settings diagram (financial domain).
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– Equivalence relationship.
– Hierarchical relationship.
– Non-hierarchical (associative relationship).
– No relationship.

In the present experiment we have evaluated the quality of con-
cept ranking depending on the different proportions of ontology
concept textual content, ontology concept structure and co-occur-
rences of glossary terms and ontology concepts. Additionally, we
have taken into the account the importance of the established rela-
tionship between the top suggested related ontology concept and
candidate concept for the ontology extension. We have grouped
equivalent and hierarchical relations in one group assuming that
these relations are the most important in the ontology extension
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process. Besides, we have also considered associative relations and
a union of all the three considered relations (equivalent, hierarchi-
cal and associative relations) referred to as any relations.

Figs. 6 and 7 show the precision of the top one suggested con-
cept depending on content, structure and co-occurrence informa-
tion for the financial glossary and AFSA thesaurus, respectively.
For instance, Fig. 6 provides the performance in the financial do-
main when only structure is used (the content weight and the
co-occurrence weight are set to 0). Precision of the top ranked con-
cept is 61% when analyzing any of the three considered relations
(Any Rels), 30% when considering associative relations (Assoc Rels)
and 31% when the top ranked concept is in the equivalent or hier-
archical relations (Eqv and Hier Rels) with a correspondent glos-
sary term.

For the financial glossary the best results are obtained by com-
bining ontology content, ontology structure and co-occurrence
information with giving more weight to content and structure
and less weight co-occurrence. For ASFA thesaurus the co-occur-
rence plays a substantial role. In this case the best results are ob-
tained by giving more weight to content and co-occurrence and
less weight to structure. The potential explanation of such perfor-
mance can refer to the different domain and structural nature of
the financial glossary and fisheries & aquaculture thesaurus.

In addition, Tables 1 and 2 provide more detailed evaluation of
the quality of ranking for the best performing weighting measures.
The following weighting measures have been used for the financial
domain: content weight d1 = 0.5, structure weight d2 = 0.4 and co-
occurrence weight d3 = 0.1. For fisheries & aquaculture domain
we have set content weight d1 = 0.5, structure weight d2 = 0.0, co-
occurrence weight d3 = 0.5. Tables 1 and 2 contain the information
on the hit rates (HR) for top 1, top 5 and top 10 suggested candi-
date concepts for ontology extension.

As a baseline measure we use mapping glossary term names to
Cyc concept denotations, using normalized string-edit distance to
rank the relations (equivalent or hierarchically related Cyc con-
cepts and any related concepts) for each glossary term. Normalized
string edit distance has been used for ontology learning and ontol-
Fig. 6. Performance of the content, structure and co-occurrence weighting
ogy matching purposes [40]. The string edit distance proposed by
Levenshtein [44] measures the difference between strings by the
smallest number of changes (insertions, deletions, substitutions)
required for converting one string into another. We consider it a
suitable baseline measure for the ontology extension problem
since it produces the results even with the minimal information
available, such as ontology concept denotations and glossary term
names.

Furthermore, we have compared the best performing weighting
measures with other methods, which use only cosine similarity be-
tween textual content of the documents [26] or only co-occurrence
analysis [34].

The results of baseline are given under Baseline – Name [1.0]
and show that by using baseline measure on both datasets for
40% of terms, the related Cyc concepts have been found among
the top 10 suggested concepts (when considering any of the three
relations – the last column in the tables marked as Any Rels). Com-
paring it to the results of the best performing combination of con-
tent, structure and co-occurrence (98% for financial domain and
96% for fisheries & aquatic domain, respectively), we demonstrate
that by combining textual ontology content, ontology structure
and co-occurrence information we can provide the user with more
than double number of concepts suitable for the ontology exten-
sion than using the baseline.

In addition, we have performed a sensitivity analysis for b
parameter (8). Fig. 8 displays the hit rate (HR) for the equivalent
and hierarchically related concepts depending on b coefficient. It
is possible to notice that higher hit rates both in financial and fish-
ery & aquaculture domains are obtained with higher b values. Fig. 9
shows how b coefficient influences the cumulative number of con-
cepts presented to the user. The lower b values imply the fewer
number of the displayed concepts.

5.3.2. Relation ranking
In our methodology we have a possibility to suggest automati-

cally not only the related existing ontology concepts, but also a
relation: the equivalent, hierarchical (subclass) and associative
measures. Precision (P) of top 1 concept ranking (financial glossary).



Fig. 7. Performance of the content, structure and co-occurrence weighting measures. Precision (P) of top 1 concept ranking (ASFA thesaurus).

Table 1
Evaluation of the top suggested candidate concepts for ontology extension (financial glossary).

Weighting measure 100 Random terms

HR (top 1) HR (top 5) HR (top 10)

Eqv. or hier. rels. Any rels. Eqv. or hier. rels. Any rels. Eqv. or hier. rels. Any rels.

Baseline – Name [1.0] 18 28 24 36 25 40

Content (cos. similarity) [1.0] 32 65 60 92 68 95

Co-occur (Jaccard similarity) [1.0] 30 48 48 62 52 73

Content [0.5] 38 68 66 95 76 98
Structure [0.4]
Co-occur [0.1]

Table 2
Evaluation of the top suggested candidate concepts for ontology extension (ASFA thesaurus).

Weighting measure 100 Random terms

HR (top 1) HR (top 5) HR (top 10)

Eqv. or hier. rels. Any rels. Eqv. or hier. rels. Any rels. Eqv. or hier. rels. Any rels.

Baseline – Name [1.0] 24 37 25 38 27 40

Content (cos. similarity) [1.0] 32 72 52 88 56 91

Co-occur (Jaccard similarity) [1.0] 33 71 49 89 51 90

Content [0.5] 42 84 63 96 66 96
Structure [0.0]
Co-occur [0.5]
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relations between existing ontology concepts and candidate con-
cepts for ontology extension.

For the relation identification experiment we have evaluated
the precision of the suggested equivalent relations and a hierarchi-
cal (subclass) relation which obtained the highest position accord-
ing to our methodology.
Table 3 displays the evaluation of the equivalent relations and
top 1 subclass relations suggested for each candidate ontology
concept.

The results in Table 3 show the precision (P) of 29.5% for sub-
class relations identification in financial domain and the precision
of 20.3% for subclass relations identification in fisheries &



Fig. 8. Hit rate (HR) depending on b (equivalent and hierarchically related
concepts).

Fig. 9. Number of concepts (NC) depending on b.

Table 3
Evaluation of the equivalent, hierarchical (subclass) relations identification.

Glossary/weighting measure 100 Random terms

P (eqv. rels., %) P (top 1 subclass rels., %)

Financial glossary 60 29.5
Content [0.5]
Structure [0.4]
Co-occur [0.1]

ASFA thesaurus 94.7 20.3
Content [0.5]
Structure [0.0]
Co-occur [0.5]

Table 4
Evaluation of the top suggested equivalent and hierarchical (subclass) relations.

Glossary/
weighting
measure

100 Random terms

Number of concepts
with eqv.
or subclass rels. found

HR (top
1)

HR (top
5)

HR (top
10)

Financial
glossary

97 36 56 60

Content [0.5]
Structure [0.4]
Co-occur [0.1]

ASFA thesaurus 80 31 40 41
Content [0.5]
Structure [0.0]
Co-occur [0.5]
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aquaculture domain. The precision for equivalent relations identi-
fication is 60.0% for financial domain and 94.7% for fisheries &
aquaculture domain.

In comparison, the authors of Text2Onto framework [24] report
a precision of 17.38% for subclass-of relation identification on the
subset of tourism-related texts. The evaluation in SPRAT [25] made
on 25 randomly selected Wikipedia articles about animal shows
the precision of 48.5% for subclass identification and 48.0% for syn-
onym recognition.

The evaluation of the top suggested equivalent or hierarchical
(subclass) relations is given in Table 4. The first column displays
the number of concepts for which either equivalent or subclass
relations, or both of them have been suggested automatically.
Other three columns show the number of concepts for which the
correct automatically suggested either equivalent or subclass rela-
tions, or both of them have been found among top 1, top 5 and top
10 suggested relations.

Evaluation of the suggested equivalent or hierarchical (sub-
class) relations shows that for 60 terms from the financial domain
and for 41 concepts from the fisheries & aquaculture domain the
correct automatically suggested relations have been found among
top 10 suggested relations.

The sensitivity analysis for b and c parameters is given on
Figs. 10 and 11. Figs. 10 and 11 display the learning accuracy
depending on b(8) and c(10) for the candidate ontology concepts
from the financial glossary and ASFA thesaurus. It is possible to no-
tice that the higher learning accuracy (LA) is obtained with c = 0.7
(0.0 6 b 6 1.0) in the financial domain and c = 0.7 (0.0 6 b 6 0.3) in
fisheries & aquaculture domain.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the cumulative number of proposed
relationships depending on b (8) and c (10) for the candidate
ontology concepts from the financial glossary and ASFA thesau-
rus. Both in the financial and fisheries & aquaculture domains
higher c values lead to the fewer number of relationships pro-
posed to the user.

5.3.3. Examples of Cyc KB extension
Tables 5 and 6 provide the concrete examples of Cyc extension

according to the proposed methodology.
The related Cyc concepts, which obtained the top position

among the suggested related Cyc concepts and in the suggested
equivalent, hierarchical (subclass) and associative relations, are
highlighted in bold.

An example from Table 5 shows that using the proposed meth-
odology and assuming that we would like to extend Cyc KB with a
term Life insurance from the financial glossary, we get the com-
posed list of the ranked related Cyc concepts:

- LifeInsurance.
- Endowment-LifeInsurance.
- InsurancePlan.
- FHAMortgageInsurance.
- VAMortgageInsurance.
- InsuranceClaimForm.
- MedicalInsuranceClaimForm.

After automatic relation identification the equivalent relation
with Cyc concept LifeInsurance, hierarchical (subclass) relation
with Cyc concept InsurancePlan and associative relations with
Cyc concepts Endowment-LifeInsurance, FHAMortgageInsurance,



Fig. 10. Learning accuracy (LA) depending on b and c (financial glossary).

Fig. 11. Learning accuracy (LA) depending on b and c (ASFA thesaurus).

Fig. 12. Number of proposed relationships (NR) depending on b and c (financial
glossary).

Fig. 13. Number of proposed relationships (NR) depending on b and c (ASFA
thesaurus).
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VAMortgageInsurance, InsuranceClaimForm, MedicalInsuranceClaim-
Form are suggested.

From Table 6 it is possible to notice that for the term Aquatic
organism from ASFA thesaurus, we get the following list of the
ranked related Cyc concepts:

- AquaticOrganism.
- OrganismTypeByHabitat.

Furthermore, we get a suggested equivalently related Cyc con-
cept AquaticOrganism and hierarchically related Cyc concept
OrganismTypeByHabitat.

Fig. 14 displays two illustrative examples of Cyc KB extension
with user interaction, one in fisheries & aquatic domain (with term
Rare earths from ASFA thesaurus) and the other in financial domain
(term Recession from financial glossary).

As proposed in our methodology, the user gets a ranked list of
relevant Cyc concepts for each glossary term and confirms the rela-
tionships between the glossary term and the proposed concepts.
ASFA thesaurus defines Rare earths as a narrow term for Metal.
Using our methodology, for Rare earth the user obtains a related
concept Metal and suggested relationship: ‘‘Rare earth is a subclass
of Metal’’. Formula (3) can be applied for an extension of the ontol-
ogy with new concept Rare earths, which is hierarchically related to
the existing ontology concept Metal.

For financial glossary term Recession the user obtains two re-
lated Cyc concepts – top ranked Recession-Economic with sug-
gested hierarchical relationship: ‘‘Recession equals to Recession-
Economic’’ and Cyc concept Downturn with associative relation-
ship: ‘‘Recession conceptually related to Downturn’’. Formula (4) de-
fines extending the textual representation of the existing ontology
concept Recession-Economic with lexical entries obtained from the
financial glossary term Recession. Adding a new axiom to the ontol-
ogy is specified by formula (5).

The combination of user-interaction approach with automatic
concept suggestions for ontology extension prevents automatic
method from establishing wrong relationships between ontology
concepts, at the same time making the extension process faster
and more effective than purely manual. It means that using
the proposed methodology the user is able to compare Cyc con-
cepts with glossary terms and establish relationships much fas-
ter than just using the manual search for the relevant concepts
in Cyc.



Table 5
Examples of Cyc KB extension (financial glossary).

Concept Suggested related Cyc concepts Suggested eqv. rels. Suggested hier.-subclass rels. Suggested associative rels.

FOREX Foreign Foreign
MoneyModeExchange MoneyModeExchange
FinancialExchange FinancialExchange
ExchangeOfUserRights ExchangeOfUser Rights
BondExchange BondExchange
MSExchangeServer MSExchangeServer
objectTendered objectTendered
NewYorkMercantile NewYorkMercantile
Exchange Exchange
MonetaryExchangeOf MonetaryExchangeOf
UserRights UserRights

LIFE_INSURANCE LifeInsurance Life
Endowment-LifeInsurance Insurance Endowment-LifeInsurance

FHAMortgage
InsurancePlan InsurancePlan
FHAMortgageInsurance Insurance
VAMortgageInsurance VAMortgageInsurance
InsuranceClaimForm InsuranceClaimForm
MedicalInsurance MedicalInsurance
ClaimForm ClaimForm

ROTATION [Strategy] Movement-Rotation Movement-Rotation
IndustryOrEconomic IndustryOrEconomic
SectorType SectorType
Strategy Strategy
Assets Assets

Table 6
Examples of Cyc KB extension (ASFA thesaurus).

Concept Suggested related Cyc concepts Suggested eqv. rels. Suggested hier.-subclass rels. Suggested associative rels.

AQUATIC_ ORGANISMS AquaticOrganism AquaticOrganism
OrganismTypeByHabitat OrganismTypeByHabitat

SEDIMENT_MIXING Sediment Sediment
Mixing Mixing

SECRETION SecretionEvent SecretionEvent
Secretion-Bodily Secretion-Bodily
Gland Gland
Excreting Excreting
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6. Discussion

In this paper we propose a new OntoPlus methodology for text-
driven ontology extension. The proposed OntoPlus methodology,
presented in this paper, is based on considering advantages and
shortcomings of a number of ontology learning approaches. In
the presented research we are using a combination of top-down
and bottom-up approaches to the ontology extension. We evaluate
the proposed methodology by applying it on Cyc ontology. The top-
down part involves the user identifying the keywords for extract-
ing relevant data from the ontology, while the bottom-up part
involves automatic obtaining of the relevant information available
in the ontology. Usage of text mining methods involves data pre-
processing, where a chain of linguistic components, such as tokeni-
zation, stop-word removal and stemming allows normalizing the
textual representation of ontology concepts and a domain relevant
glossary of terms with their descriptions. Text mining methods are
further used for automatically determining candidate concepts in
the ontology that relate to the new knowledge from the domain.
A list of suggestions is provided to the user for a final decision
which helps the user in narrowing down the possibilities and al-
lows preventing the inappropriate automatic insertions into the
ontology.

In contrast with many other methodologies for ontology exten-
sion, our methodology deals with ontologies and knowledge bases,
potentially covering more than one domain. However, it allows
restricting the area of ontology extension to a specific domain
and users deal only with their sphere of interest.

OntoPlus methodology allows transforming textual informa-
tion organized at different knowledge representation levels into a
structured conceptualized form. Unlike the approach in [30], the
proposed methodology works even if no taxonomically structured
data is available on input.

Text2Onto framework [24] for ontology learning and SPRAT tool
[25] for ontology population can be compared to our methodology
in a number of ways. In Text2Onto, the user specifies a corpus – text
collection used in ontology learning. In our case, the user defines a
set of domain keywords and determines the domain relevant glos-
sary. We expect that the efforts of keywords and glossary specifica-
tion do not exceed the efforts of text corpus identification. As well
as in Text2Onto, the user interaction in the proposed methodology
helps to avoid adding to the ontology irrelevant concepts and rela-
tionships. Unlike the authors of Text2Onto and SPRAT tools, we do
not use linguistic patterns for concepts and relations identification.
Instead, we use statistically driven approaches what makes our
methodology more language independent.

The experimental results show that by exploiting ontology
structure information, the OntoPlus methodology achieves the
precision of 29.5% for subclass relations identification in the finan-
cial domain and the precision of 20.3% for subclass relations iden-



Fig. 14. Cyc KB extension – user validation.
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tification in the fisheries & aquaculture domain. The precision for
equivalent relations identification is 60.0% for the financial domain
and 94.7% for fisheries & aquaculture domain. In comparison, the
authors of Text2Onto framework obtained a precision of 17.38%
for subclass-of relation identification on the subset of tourism-re-
lated texts. The creators of SPRAT tool report the precision of
48.5% for subclass identification and 48.0% for synonym recogni-
tion on a subset of Wikipedia articles about animal.

If we compare the proposed methodology to the approaches
used in OntoGen [26], we can notice resemblance in using text min-
ing technology for handling textual data and measuring similarity.
While in our case, we deal with extension of general multi-domain
ontology, OntoGen focuses on topic ontology construction and ap-
plies several machine learning and data visualization methods that
are not used in our approach. OntoPlus methodology is able to per-
form within different domains and different information sources.
For this reason, we can say that the proposed methodology goes be-
yond the topic ontology construction [26].

Consequently, the applicability to very large multi-domain
ontologies, the possibility of diverse textual sources utilization
and the usage of the language independent approaches represent
the strengths of the proposed methodology. However, the pro-
posed methodology as presented in this paper is mainly applicable
for extension of the ontology, which has a sufficient lexical repre-
sentation of its components.

OntoPlus methodology allows for the effective extension of
very large ontologies. The methodology provides the user with re-
quired concepts and relationships in the form of the ranked list.
The evaluation of OntoPlus methodology confirms that combining
textual ontology content, ontology structure and co-occurrence
information we can provide the user with higher number of con-
cepts suitable for the ontology extension than using only concept
denotations, only ontology content or only co-occurrence analysis.

The results of the experiments justify the applicability of the
suggested methodology for the augmentation of large lexical
ontologies such as Cyc Knowledge Base.
7. Conclusion

This paper explores the aspects of the ontology extension.
OntoPlus methodology for text-driven ontology extension,
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combining text mining methods and user-interaction approach,
has been suggested and exposed to the evaluation. The evaluation
of our methodology has been accomplished in two rather different
domains; for the financial domain a glossary was available while
for the fisheries & aquaculture domain a thesaurus has been used
as a source of terms to be added to the existing ontology. Conse-
quently, the proposed methodology works for textual data struc-
tured at different knowledge representation levels.

The main contribution of this work is the proposed methodol-
ogy, where for each glossary term the user is provided with a
ranked list of related ontology concepts and a ranked list of poten-
tial relations. We have found that the importance of the ontology
content, structure and co-occurrence information can vary for dif-
ferent domains and knowledge representations used in the process
of ontology extension. The best results are achieved by combining
content, structure and co-occurrence information for our data in
the financial domain. At the same time, ontology content and co-
occurrence seem to be more important for our fisheries & aquacul-
ture data. More exhaustive experiments across several domains
involving a number of ontologies from the same domain would
be needed to investigate how properties of the ontology relate to
the usefulness of content, structure and co-occurrence
information.

We expect our methodology to be exploited for various ontol-
ogy learning and ontology alignment purposes. The future work
should include further extension of Cyc Knowledge Base and using
it for textual data analysis. A particular attention will be devoted to
better automatic identification of hierarchical relations and extrac-
tion of different types of non-hierarchical relations.
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